rays, here depend on nothing but the lengths of their periods or waves simply as such; and the intervals between them are precisely proportional to the differences of these lengths. These lengths decrease from the red to the blue end of the spectrum.
We might search for some empirical law which should connect these two serieses of data, the one being some inverse function of the other; but it would be more satisfactory should such a formula be supplied by any theory of light.
I shall not I trust be considered as assuming a controversial tone, if I observe that no researches directly suggesting any such formula been published except those of M. C a u c h y , on the hypothesis of undulations. In these, indeed, such a formula is not actually developed. But in a paper in the London and Edinburgh Journal of Science*, in the former part of which I have offered a brief abstract of M. C a u c h y 's peculiar theory of undulations, some remarks upon it are given, including the de duction of a formula in which the relation between the length of a wave and the velo city of its propagation is precisely expressed; this last quantity being in fact the same as the reciprocal of the refractive index.
Without entering any further into theoretical considerations, it will be admitted that such a formula, (from whatever source derived,) if found to supply anything like a representation of the law of nature, or a clue to guide us through the seeming dis order which prevails among the experimental results, would be entitled to attention.
It has therefore been my object, without reference to the support of a theory, to examine by means of this formula the relation between the index of refraction and the length of the period or wave for each definite ray throughout the whole series of nume rical results which we at present possess. And it will become a matter of increasing interest to pursue observations on the indices of definite rays for a greater range of transparent media.
The present paper will be occupied with the discussion of the data already known; and before proceeding to that discussion I will merely add, that whatever degree of interest may attach to the inquiry, the merit is due to Professor A ir y , in whose sug gestion it originated.
General Observations on the Formula. In the investigations in the paper above referred to, on substituting for the velocity of a wave expressed by its equivalent the formula at once presents the relation between the index p and the length of a wave X. H, r, and n are quanti dent on the nature of the medium; r, by hypothesis, always being a sensible traction of X : thus the formula becomes Here the value of will evidently vary with a change in the value of or from one ray to another; it will also vary with a change in the constants H, r, or n, that is, from one medium to another.
The mere inspection of the formula will suffice to show that it exhibits at least a general accordance with the obvious constitution of the prismatic spectrum in the greater dispersion of the blue end.
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For, in general, as X is diminished, the arc ) is increased, and consequently the ratio of the arc to its sine increases, or p increases. And the variation in the value of this ratio, and consequently in that of p, for a given variation in X, is greater when the arc is greater, that is, when X is less. Tlius, towards the blue end of the spectrum, where X is least, the dispersion or ex pansion of the rays is greatest.
But we must proceed from these very general remarks to the more precise compa rison of numerical values.
Comparison of Numerical Results.
In proceeding to apply the formula to actual calculation, we are met by several difficulties arising out of the peculiar form of the function. The process is, in fact, reduced to finding arcs which shall fulfill the twofold condition of being themselves in the ratio of the values of X, while they are to their sines in the ratio of the values of (jj. For this I have not been able to make any direct method available.
By indirect and tentative methods, however, and the assumption of arcs which were seen (from a table of the lengths of arcs,) to be nearly in the required ratio to their sines, I advanced by successive trials of greater or less arcs to more exact values. Those for the two extreme rays were usually assumed in the first instance, and their ratios to their sines compared with the ratios of the refractive indices; and these once brought to a sufficiently near accordance, a fundamental arc was obtained, from which those for the other rays were deduced on dividing by the corresponding value of X; and the product of a constant coefficient multiplying the ratio of the arc and sine, which in theory ought to give the value of the refrac tive index, was compared with the index deduced from observation. This will sufficiently explain the meaning of the several columns in the tabular statement of the results.
It must be borne in mind that the values finally adopted are still only approxima tive, and are open to further correction by repeating the process ; so that in all the cases here considered a still closer coincidence might probably be obtained were it thought desirable.
The fundamental data of these comparisons are (as already said) those very precise determinations of the value of X for the several definite rays named by the letters B, C, D, &c., obtained by F raunhofer from the interference-spectrum; and which Sir J. H erschel has justly characterized as data of the utmost value in the theory of light*. These values are as follows: With these values I have gone through every case of a refractive index for a defi nite ray at present known, that is, for every one of these seven definite rays in each of the ten substances whose refractive energy for the different rays was examined by 
Conclusion.
Upon comparing the numbers above given as resulting from theory and from ob servation, and bearing in mind that the assumptions of the constants on which the calculation depends are but tentative and approximative, and open to further cor rection, it will, I think, be allowed that the coincidences are quite sufficient to permit us to regard the formula as a very close representation of the law of nature.
We are thus, I think, justified in concluding, that for all the substances examined by F raunhofer, viz. for four kinds of flint glass, three of crown glass, for water, solution of potash, and oil of turpentine, the refractive indices observed for each of the seven definite rays are related to the lengths of waves for the same rays, as nearly as possible according to the formula above deduced from M. Cauchy's theory.
Thus, then, for all the media as yet accurately examined, the theory of undulations (as modified by that distinguished analyst,) supplies at once both law and the ex planation of the phenomena of dispersion.
Oxford, February 1 1835.
